It’s spooky, groovin’ fun with the Pete the Cat® Pumpkin Stencil! Is Pete feeling a little blue... or orange? YOU decide! Grab your paints and let’s get this Pete pumpkin party started.

You’ll Need:

- Acrylic paints in the colors of your choosing (usually Pete is bright blue with yellow eyes)
- Paintbrush
- Cup with Water
- Scissors
- Clear tape
- Sharpie
- Pumpkin
- Newspapers

Step-by-Step:

1. This is going to get messy, so generously spread your newspapers to capture any paint-fall.
2. Cut out the Pete stencil on the dotted lines and tape him to your pumpkin.
3. Trace the outline of the stencil with your Sharpie. (Your kiddo may need your steady hand.)
4. Then, let your little ghoul go wild and fill in the stencil with fun acrylic paints. (You could even get creative and give Pete a spooky accessory or a costume of his own!)
5. When you’re done, post a photo of your masterpiece with hashtag #EducationalInsights!
Looking for more groovin' fun with Pete?

Check out Hot Dots® Jr. Pete the Cat® Preschool and Kindergarten learning sets. It's interactive fun for your little one.

www.edin.com/hotdotspete